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qben Jackie Robinson wan signed by the Brooklyn Dodgern for the 1941

season, he became the first black to play in the major l(nguen in modern

tImen.1 'He had impressive creditutials. ln 1946 with Brooklyn's Montreal '

farm team, he led the International League in batting tit .149, was the
4

league's best fielding second baseman and stole 40 banes. 2

Mont baseball owners still did not wnnt him In thP mzil or leagues, how-
,

ever, because of his race. That was no secret.

Ln 1945, Leland S. McPhail, president of the New York Yankees, said

that blacks would have to demOnstrate that they had "ability, character and

aptitude" before they colFM play in the majors. He added that he doubted
--N\

they possessed white players' coordination and competitiveness.3

A year later, during a Congressi6nal subcommittee investigation of .

baseball, "the owners defended their racist policy (of only signing white

players) on three counts; 1) there were too few good black players, 2) the

separate Negro major leagues would be hurt by iritegration, and, 3) outside

.agitators were conspiring to cripple major league baseball by branding it

n4racist.

Same sportswriters also downgraded black baseball players. Joe Williams,

a New York sports editor, wrote that blacks
uhave been kept mit cAlbig league

ball because they are, as a race, ve.sy poor ball players. The demands

of the (Negro) often bulk larger than his capabiAities."5

N

Jimmy Powers of the New York Daily News was equally blunt.

If the Negro player couldn't muscle into the 'major league line-

ups when forty-three-year-old outfielders patrolled 41e grass for

pennant Winnefs and one-armed men and callow 4F's were stumbling

around <in World War II), he woin't make it in 1946 when the rosters
will be bursting with returned headliners, all competent big leaguers
of proven ability.6

Robinson felt derogatory comments were rare, however.
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The sportswriters,: more than any other group or individual, are
responsible for thei.tlitty ot Negro players into organized baseball.
For yea& and yearV they.haverfought for the abolishment of the -olor
line. Never have/they let baseball'a officialdom forget that as lonR
as theN barred apiy race, creed, or color from the diamond, baseball
could not be canled the American sport ...

7

Sport,swritOrn from coast to coast kept hammering away at the
seemingly imOregnable wall. Public support grew stronger and stronger.
At last craeks began to appear, and then the barrier was gmashed. I

hOppened to be th first player to benefit.7

Since Robinson's comment came in 1948 on the verge of stardom, he may

have been hesitant to criticize the press because he felt he might hurt his

cartter*, Then too, he would not have forgotten that Branch Rickey chose him

(instead oftanother black) because he fit a set of criteria drawn up by the

Dodgers' president--one of which was a player who would "elicit good press and

public reaction."
8

/

Some sportswriters championed,the black's cause in tiaseball. Gordon

Macker of the Los Angeles Daily News wrote?in World War II that if a black

"is good enough tb stop a bullet in France, he's good enough to stop a line

drive" in a major league park.9

The famed Milton Runyan also addressed the issue:

If baseball belongedto all the people and the-people had a vote
in its conduct, Negroes would be permitted to play in organized
baseball if they could make good by the same standards set for
whites. . . .I do not see,whY baseball should 13(e more exclusive
than track and field and boxing and college football when it comes
to the participdtion of Negroes.10

Finally, Al Laney of the Now Tork Herald Tribune interviewed Robinson

and came away with this imptesslon: "If'there are baseball players who will
4

refUse to play with or against this personable, intelligent, and sensitive

man, they must indeed be tilinded fT prejudice."11

By the 1952-53 seasons, Robinson was an established star and blacks

were no longer rare it the major leagues. Yet, Roger Kahn, in his highly-

acclaimeelmok,,The Boy* of Summer, recalls tWice havi,ng problems with his



editors, while covering the Dodgers for the New York Herald Tribune, when he

wrote stories about racial incidents ilivolving Robinson. The paper refused to

run the/first article, wiring him: "Herald Tribune will not be a mounding board

for Jackie Robinson. Write baseball, not race relations. Story killed."12

Thust on the second occasion, he wondered how he could the story

Into a newspaper which was made nervous by race."

If-I wrote a racial story, would the Tribune print it?. . .Then, with

great intensity and haste, I composed a crytogram of a story. I had to

mask my principal point from Tribune segregationists, who. . .had ,the

power to censor. But I had to state my point clearly enough for sensitive
readers to understand it. Eventually, the Tribune published the crypto-
gram without a single stroke of editing.".

Kahn's recollections raise-a question. If a major New York paper was

prejudiced and/or biased in its ceverecge after Rol;inson was astar, what was

the coverage like in his first major league season? Among the conflicting An-

fluen6es on sportswriters were the baseball owners' state'd dislike of bla ,

tarticles by their peers both for and against blacks playkng in the major l ues

and the fact that every writer covering professional baseball.Or the major

New York papers was white.14 This paper will examine articles Al three New York

newspapers (Times, Herald Tribune and Daily News) in Robinson's first season in

an qtempt to determine if there was biased reporting based on racial prejudice.

,

(

The papers were'selected because they represented a range of types of spOrtswriting

-- the Timea was conservative, the Herald Tribune much more Colorful and the'

Iaaily News_pot only colorfufbut noted for being slightly racist.

Methodology
44%

The sports pages from 44 days in 1947 were examined. The day included:

the week befAre the baseball season began; the first and last weeks of the

season; and one day, immediately following a game, chosen eandomly from each

week between the season's first and last weeks.
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gtories were classified as news-features (originally, these were sepa-
.

rate categories but they were combiaed because the three pap('rs seldom ran

features) or columns. The following items were tabulatod for each story:

A
number oi times Robinson was identified as a black and whether the Identify-

ing word was used as a noun or as an adrective; number of incidents repprted

that had racial connotations; and nnmber of racial stereotypes (such as the

word "boy") used in feference to Robinson. Figures also were tabulated for the

number of game stories in which Robinson's name did not appear (although he

had played) and what his batting average was in those games. addition,

photographs were examined to see how many times Robinson appeared in pictures

showing Brooklyn players. ,

These items were chosen as measurements of bias, based on racial preju-

dice, for specific reasonst Robinson complained after he was out of baseball

about the number of times a racial identifying term was used as an adjective,

and Roy E. Carter,,in a 1957 segregation study In Journalism quarterly, found

that bias was shown by'whether "Negro" was used,as a noun,or as an adjective.
15

fi

The other items were measured because it was hypothesized that biased report-

`15

ing would result in: rarely mentioning- incidents with racial connotations 'so

that readers wouldn't sympaehize with Robinson; constant usage of.facial stereo-.

types because this would be a subtle way of keeping,blacks in their place; and

non-use of Robinson's name in game stories and pHotographs, thus suggesting

that he wasn't taxing an outstanding season.

Finally, the stories and photographs in the three newspapers were com-

pared, using the'raw numbers and percentages.

Several rules were follOwed in gathering the data:

1. Agate box scores were not included in determining story lengths

and number of words. Since these were factual statistics, they offered no

possibility for 1/ ejudiced'repOrting.



2. Headlines,also were not included in length and wnrd count!;. How

ever, if the word "Negro" appeared in-a headline, it was included in the

count of terms identifying Robinson's race.

3. Any race-identifying terms were counted only if they specifically

referred ,to Robinson. For Aple, a pitcher added to the Brookl squad at

the end of the season was identified as a "Negro" by all three papers, but

this is not reflected in the study's findings.

4. Unlesb otherwise indicated, the number of stories shown in the

findings are only those in which Robinson's name appeared.

5. While only one edition of the Times and Herald Tribune appeared

on microfilm, there were numerous editions from each day of the Daily News.

In the latter, storivs were measured in the edition in which they ran the

longest.

0 Findings

Use of RobinsoWs name in gime coverage

in 29 daps' coverage of regular season games from April through Seplem-

ber, the Doily News did not mention Robinson in only 21 percent of its stories.

That was a lower percentage than in the other two papers. The Times A not

refer to him in 24 percent,of its stoiie4 and the Herald Tribune did not

mention him in 34 percent of its accounts. On all three papers, his batting

Average for the games in which he wasn't mentioned was far below 1is season-

ending average
'0
f :297.

161
(See Table 1)

The statthics are somewhdt misleading on the number of games in which

he played, but his name did not appear in the stories. Most of these games

were in the latter half of Uhy season. Thr Times first left his name out June

5, after he had been 0-3 at the plate in a game with the Pittsburgft Pirates,
17

but the other six stories were in the last two months of the seaimn. The

Herald Tribune failed to mention him even eailier, on May 28 following an 0-4

performance in batting against the New York Glants;18 and eight of the 10

1-
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TABLE 1

Games in which
Games surveyed Robinson played

in whith but was not put
Robinson played into- story

Robinson's
(and average)

in games
he wasn't

hits

where
mentioned

New York Times 29 7 1-26 (.038)

New York Daily News 29 6 1-24 (.042)

New York Herald Tribune 29 10 3-38 (.079)

stories in which he didn' appear were in the last half of the season. The

Daily News also left his name out for the first time on May 28,
19

and four of

the six articled were in the season's final two months.

Identification of Robinson as a Black

In 144 stories (both

papers, there wer6 74 terms ufied that identified Robinson as a bla k. (See

Table 2) Twenty-five of the

news-features and columns) surveyed od fhe three

terms appeared io 19 of the Times' 46 stories

4

(meaning that 41 percent of the paper's stories had at least one of the terms),

1

26 terms were used in 22 of the Daily News' 57 articles' (39 percent of the

stories) and 23 terms showed up in 15 of the Herald Tribune's 41 stories (37

percent of the articles).

The Times used 21 of the trms in 22 stories through May 10 and spread

the final four terms overAhe remaining 24 §tories. The same pattern existed

in the Herald Tribune.. Twenty-one terms appeared in 20 articles by May 10,-

and the other two terms were in thelast 21 stories. The Daily News differed

significanal-, however, 4s1ng 17 terms in 26 stories through May 10 and then

putting nine more in 51,stories after that. Tliis meadthat after May 10 the

;Daily News identified Robinson as a black 41/2 tiMeh.as often as the Herald

Tribune and more than twice as much as the Times:

Two newspapers.used a much higher percentage of race-identifying terms
.e

4
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TABLE 2: RACE:IDENTIFYING TERMS

Pct. of stories
No. of stories that identified

surveyed Robinson's race

r

No. of race
identifying terms

TIMES HT* DN** TIMES HT* DN**- TIMES HT* DN**

NewsFeatures 42 34 45 .381 .294 .422 21 14 23

Columns 4 7 12 .70 .714 .250 4 9 3

All Stories 46 41 57 .413' .366. .386 25 23 26

* Herald Tribune

** El41y News

,)
V

r!, 4

Pct, of times
race terms

used as nouns

Pct, of times
race terms

used as adjectives

TIMES HT* DN** TIMES HT* DN**. -

.381

1.000

.480

.286 .261

.556 1.000

.391 .34110

.619 V.714 .739

.000 .444 .000

.520 .609 .654

0
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in their columns than in their news and ieature articles. The Herald Tribune

used nine terms in seven columns (1.3 per story) while the Times had tour in

four columns. However, in news and feature stories, the Herald Tribune only
. .

had 14 in 34 stories (41 percent of the articles) and the Times used 21 in 42

articles (50 percent).

The statistics were the reverse for the Daily News. While there were
_

23 race-identifying terms in 45 news and feature stories*1 percent) , there

were only three terms in 12 columns (.25 per stbry).

All three papers used race-identifying terms more often as an adjective

than as a noun. Thirteen of the 25 terms in the Times (52 percentwere ad-

jectives, 'which compared with 14 Of the Herilld Trilline's 23 terms (61 percent)

and.17 of the Daily NewS' 26 terms (65,percent).

On the Times, "Negro star" was the most common adjectival use, showing

up nine times. Used once were: "Negro speedster," "Negro first aseman,

"Negro plar" and '"Negro ballplayer." .Bath "Negro 'infielder" and "Negro first

baseman" were used five times by the Herald Tribune. Four other terms were

used once: "Negro player," "Negro ballplayell," "dark and anxioutk young man"

and "Negro's work." In the Daily News, like the Times, "Negro star" was the

most commonshowing up on seven occasions. Other terms used were: "Negro

'first baseman" (four times), "Negro infielder" t-(three), "Ne ro player" (two)

2

and "Negro newcomer" (one).

Incidents reported with racial connotations
\

The three paRers reported 46 incidents in.144 stories. The Daily News

was easily the leader,.,using almost Pi times more than the Times and about

three times more than the Hefald Tribune. the 26 incidents reported by the
%

Daily Newe appeared tn 18 of the paper's 57 stories (meanirig that 32 perefent

of the stories cited an incident). In the Times, 11 incidents appeared in

seven of the 46 stories (15 percent of the articles) while the Herald Tribune's

ii g
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.

No: of stories
suhreyed

TIMES HT* DN**

News7Features. 42 34 45

ColUmns 4 7 1'2

All Stories 46 41 57

* Herald Tribune

** Daily. News

TABLE 3: ,RACIAL INC1DiNTS

Pct. of incidents
_

Pct. of stOries related to harassment-

that reported .
No. or racial of Robinson

racial incidents

TIMES HT*

:143 .088

.250. .429

-

.152 .146

DN**

1289

.417

.316',.

incidents

TIMES

reported

HT* DN**-

by opposing players

TIMES HT* DN**

10 4 19 .100 .000 .105

1 5 7 .000 .000 .143

*

1 9 26 .091 .000 :115



nine incidents showc.4 up In six of the paper's 41 articles (also 15 percent).

(See Table 3)

The newspapers dliftred markedly in the types of stories that reported

the incidents. In the Times, 10 of the 11 incidents appeared In news and

%

feature stories '01 percena. Daily.News, however, used 19,of 26 items

in4hews and feature accounts (73 percent) while the Herald Tribune ad the

#
7

mAjority.of its 4ncidents, five of the nine, in columns (44 percent Sn news and

features).

As in the previous category, the majority of the incidents were re-

-ported:by May 10-. 'By that date, the Herald Tribune had used eight incidents

(89 percent) in- 20 stories while the final 21 stories contained only one i

cident. The Times noted eight incidents (73 percent) in the 22 stories through

'May 10 but only had three in the 24 articles surveyed after that.. In the Daily

News, 18 incidents (69 percent) appeared in 26 stories through May 10 and the

other eight were in 31 stories after that.
1

On the Times and Herald Tabune, the incidents reported fell into five

broad categories. The categories and number in each group on the Times were:

. ft

comments about Robinson by his teammates nd incidents where they accepted.or

rejected him (4); fan appreciation of Rob nson despite his race (3); proposed

strike agliinst Robinson by the St. LOVis Cardinals (2); written threats

against Robinson (1).; and harassment of Robinson during games by opposing
1

players (1).

- On the Herald Tribune, the categories and numbers were: Cardinals'

proposed strike against Rdbinson (2); fan appreciation of,Robinson (2);

com4nents of teammates and incidents involving them (2); team owners wanting

to keep blacks out of baseball (2); andlobinson commenting before the season

on his chances of making the Dodgers (1).

40

14.



The incidents In the p_ally Newn were in six cntegniies. They welt.:

miscellaneous incidents and quentions raised about Robinson's breball

experiences (8) ; incidents. involving teammates and.the Dodger management (8);

fan appreciation of Robinson (5) ; harassment of Robinson during games by

opposing playern (3); proposed ntrike (1); and written threats (1).

Racial stereotypes used in reference to Robinson

In 144 stories, there were only three times that stereotypes were

'

applied to.Robinson. The Daily News referred to him once as a "boy'
20 and

the Times twice noted he was 6'the firat of his race to make the grade."
21

While .the latter statement is accurate, since he was the first ln modern times

to play in the major leagues, the words "make the grade" were judged to be

derogatory, implying.that blacks as a race did not have the ability to do as

well in baseball as white players.

Use of Robinson in photographs showinx Brooklyn players

In photographs of Dodger players, Robinson appeared' in a hillher per-

centage of the pictures in die Times thEip in the other two newspapers. He'

4
was,in nine of the Times' 25 pictures showing the players, which was 36 per-

cent of the photographs. The Daily Neys had him in 39 bf 135 pictures (29

percent) and the Herald Tribune showed him in nine of 36 pictures (2'5 percent).

In the Times and Herald Tribune, he appeared in pictures only at the

46

beginning,and end of the aeason. Five of the Times' photographs and six in

the Herald Tribune appeared in April while the rest were in September. The

Daily News deviated somewhat from this patterd: Twenty-four of its photo-

graphs with Robinson were in April and eight were in Septem6er. The other

seven appeared in May (3), July (2) and August (2).

In cutlines, the Times and the Daily News called him a "Negro" once

each and the .Herald Tribune did it'three times although his skin color was

obvious in all-five photographs. Both the Times and Herald Tribune mentloned



his race on April 11 when onch ran the same Associated PresS picture showing him

,shaking hands with his former manager at MontrJ1.22 The Daily News did it

the same day on'one of its own photographs of Robinson entering tho Dodger
A

locker 'room.21 On the following day, the ihra1dl ribune called him s "Nemo
*

player"in a cutline24 and finally, onSept. 28, it noted in a caption that he

was "the first Negro eligible to play in a World Ser1 es."
25

f
Conclusions

The findings strongly suggest that May 10 was a critical point in the

4Nnewspapev'coverage of Robinson.

Until that date, all three papers avidly supported his entry into the

major leagues. But following May 10, both the Times and Herald Tribune
. _ _ _ _ _

alterbri their eoveraga ofiRobinsian, virtually elimiyating race identification

terms and reports of Incidents with a racial connotation. This occurred appar-

ently because of what Kahn found on the Herald Tvibune in 1952-53: they were

"made nervous by ." 'Thus, selectively picking facts, the papers pro-
v

duckl unconscious, biased articles, whtch is not surprising in the 1940s con-

sidering the status of blacks at the time.

Meanwhile, the Daily news changed its coverage of Robinson only grad- -

uallyas the season progiessed. Thus, its readets got a more accurate picture(

of RobinaWf; first year ih the major leagues even though the paper's.coverage

waskjust as subconsciously biased in some ways as that'of the fother twq news-

papers.

There are a number of possible explanations for the undisguised enthusi-

asm for Robinson on each newspaper at the beginning of the 1947 season.

For the past decade, talented blacks had been receiving more.ana mor

recognition. Not only was George Washington Carver greatly admired and prais

at the time Of,his death (1943), but heavyweight champion Joe Louis and Olympic

16



star Jesse Owens were'sports heroes while0Marian Andprtion, Roland Hayes
ftwie

and Leontyne Price were noted for their "extraordinary musical talent."
26

World War II helped to stress the inequities ONacism.

The struggle, first against fascism, then against communism,
quickened the conscience of many whites; the inconsistency of waging
war against totalitarian government abroad while denying racial

luality at home was obvious. Moreover, the injustice of demanding
from Negroes the full obligation of citizenship in the way of
military service while denying them many of its privileges became
clear to more and more Americans.27

Then, a monh beforvethe 1947 maljor league season began, the

Hutchins Commission issues its famed report, A Free and Responsible Press.

Among other things, it cal led upon'the press to present a "representative

picture of constituent groups in society"-and to avoid stereotyping28. The

report"' was heavily reported (for example, the Times carried nine stories and edi-

toriala---en it in March and. April)
29

and eportewTtPTP pr.e umablY would have

been aware of its criticisms.

AI"

They also would have been aware--and quite possibly impressed--by

Robinson's personal ity. Rickey had told Robinson what he expected of him

(to achieve acceptance from the press, public and other players) in a

three-hour interview on Aug. 29, 194

Rickey felt very strongly that .impetuosity or aggressiveness could

damage a Negro's chances. . .Rickey insisted on a "áloak of humility"

as part of his strategy to have Robinson accepted by the basebalj

world. Robinson hsked if,he wanted a ballplayer afraid to fight back,

to which Rickey replied,"I want a ballplayer with guts enough not

to fight back! You've got to do this job with base hits and stolen
bases and fielding'ground balls, Jackie. Nothing else!"3°

And finally, there wae the matter of winning. For example, one writer

recalls that when the Dodgers signed Robinson, his father said: "Who cares

. ,

if he's purple if he can knock in some runs?"
31 -

Sportswriterp.on the major

Ne* York newspapers shared this'attitude. Arthur Daley wrote in the Times:
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A veteran Dodger said ot him, "Having Jackie on Ihe team
is still a little strange, just like 'anything else that's new.
We lust don't know how to act with him. But he'll he accepted
in time. You can he sine of that. Other sports have had
Negroes. Why not baseball? I'm for him, if he can win games.
That's tAls only to.st I ask." And that seems to he the general
opinion.

on the Herald Trihune, Red Smith also attacked prejudice.

intolerance is an ugly word, unsightly n any company and
particularly so on the sports pages where, ipplly, it does not
often appear. Without laboring the point, I is fair to say
that on most playing fields a man is gauged hy what he can do
and neither race nor creed nor color nor previous condition of
servitude is a consideration. Which is one reason why American
sports are 11 eloquent an expression as we have of the spirit
of America.

Jimmy Powers of the Daily News was equally blunt:

As we said before, and we repeat it here, everything El Cheapo
Rickey does is not wrong. He deserves a load of credit for his.
courage in bringing the prst 1ro into the big leagues. We
wish Robinson the best of luck.

t,

Against this backdrop, widespread conscious bias against Robinson would

be surprising. The only possible examples found in this study were the five

uses of the word "Negro" in the cutlines of pictures that clearly showed Rob-

insdn's skin color. Since 191-of-196 cutlines (97 clrcent) examined in the

4

three newspapers did not contain the word "Negro," however, it is probable

that each paper had a policy of not pointing out a person's race in cutlites,

at least in Robinson's case,oand the five uses were'infdvertent.

Not so conscious apparently was the casual manner in which each news-

paper used race identification terms. jhe survey shows that none of the papers

differentiated between using "Negro" as a noun or an adjective--but Robinson

did, although he did not spkk out unttl the mid-19ps.

Dodger writers gave enerous.space to'Ally play, and were
scrupulously fair. However, They fell into a habit of call-
ing me "Thb Dodgers' Negro star" in their accounts of games.
This was.like calling Carl Furillo "Italian" or Gene Hermanski
"Polish." Several years were to pass before copy editors blue-
penciled Negro into limbo. Negro in newspaper stories should
be used only as a means of identitication, like "blue-eyed"
or "red-haired."

.55

18



Another form of subconscious bias is deliberately not printing all oi

the facts. Instead of sifting through the relevant information and selecting

the most newsworthy material, reporters omit certain facts from a story simply

because of the subject mAtter, thus distorting the truth..

The Times and Herald Tribune were highly discriminatory when dealing with

A
Robinson's harassment by opposing players during games. The 41 stories surveyed

in the Herald Tribune never mentioned any harassment and the Times onty noted

it once in 46 stories:

't photographer or a group of them brought Jackie Robinson over to
the Phils' dugout and posed him shaking hands with manager Ben Chapman.
The Philly manager, it will be recalled,'had been charged with "riqtrig"

the Negro star unduly during the Philly-Dodger series in Brooklyn.

The Daily News' reeord was.only slightly better. In 57 stories, it

mentioned harassment by opponents three times: twice it referred to Philadel-

phia's "riding" of Robinson37 and once it noted that opposing pitchers were

throwfng at him.
38 The latter reference is interesting because it wagn't

\

an observation by a sportswriter. Instead, it was a quote from former/ pitcher

Freddy Fitzsimmons.

Don't get too excited over the long-haired keyhole peepers and
professional bleeding hearts who are moaning over Robinson. Jackie

himself isn't complaining. He is not the only,rookie to be thrown

at. Why discriminate against him? He doesn't warrt it that way. He's O.K.

Not only was the harassment rarely mentioned, although it has been well

documented and most of the writers who coverea the Dodgers regularly must

have known,what was happening, but ILts viciousness was understated by the

papers. Barold Parrot, traveling secretary for the Dodgers, recalls the

PhiladelPhia game.

. . , At no time in my life have I ever heard racial venom ana

dugout filth to 'match the abuse that Ben (Chapman) sprayed on Robinson

that night. Chapman mentioned everything from thick lips to the

supposed extra-thick Negro skull, which he said restritted brain

growth_ most aniMal level compared to white folk. He listed the

repuls res and diseases he said Robbie's teammates would become

infected th if they touched the towels- or the combs he used. He

charged Jackie outright with breaking up his own Brooklyn team. The

Dodger players had told him privately, he said, that they wished1Whe



If

(

black man would go back into the South wltve he belonged, picking
cotton, swabbing oot latrines, or worse.

Others have noted that the harassment Ancluded "an extra hard 4g,

deliberate spikings, . . a stray pitch alined at .. (Robinson's) head.".

40

This type of biasdeliberately not printing all of the relevant facts--

became more pronounced on the Times and Herald Tribune after May 10. On

that date, the Timea, in a separate story from its game coveragei-7vealed

plat' Robinson had received a number of anonymous threatening letteil3 which

had been turned over to the police. The article also discussed the proposed

playerstrikqbytheSt.LouisCardinalstoprotestRobinson'splaying in

the major leagues.
41

And both Herdld Tribulle columnists wrote lengthy pie-Ccr)

on the Cardinals arid racism.
42

These revelations apparently had a great effect on editors at both

newspapers. Although no evidence has been found to show that ther6 was a

formal policy decision at either paper, coverage of Robinson definitely

changed after May 10. This sugg6s.ts that the editors felt they were adding

40 racial problems, dGen though they were reporting only the facts, and

therefore the responsible course was to delete anything that might inflame

the situation further.

For whatever reason, their coverage shifted 4brupt1y. Instead of

covering Robinspn extensively as a racial barrier breaker, they treated him
A

as any 'oiher player, even leaving him out of game stories increasingly in

the last half of the season when his performance wasn't notable. Subeon-

sciously, this was biased reporting. Readers were given a rosy, sterile

picture rather than the complete ficts'. While it might have helped cool

racial eensions, this weals step backward in objective reporting.

on May 10, the Daily News qlso carried a story on the threatening

letters, the proposed player strike and the "riding" Robinson received from

the Phillies.
43

;However, to evidence was found. to suggest that the editors

26

16
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felt the paper's coverage might contribute to racial problems. InsteadAthe

paper's reporting on Robinson changed gradually until he-was covered no
1

differently than a white star by the end of the season.

There is ample evidene supporting this conclusion:

\
1. After May 10, the Daily News identified Robinson as a black 41/2

times

Times.

as often as the Herald

However, the paper's

Tribune and more than twice as often as 'the

use of the terms still declined significantly,

from 17 terms in 26 stories through May 10 to.nine in 31 stories after that

date.

2. The Daily News not only reported far more events with racial

connotations than the other two 'newspapers (almost three times as many as

.the Herald. Tribune and 21/2 times more than the Times),.but it sprea4 them

out more over the season. Only a tenth of the Herald Tribune's incidents

and a fourth of the Times' incidents appeared after May 10, compared to,

almost a tiard in the Daily News.44

3. The only paper to use pictures of Rebinson throughout the season

was the Daily News. While the Times and Herald Tribune only had pictures

of him in April and September, the Daily Nevis showed him in seven photographs

(18 percent of the pictures in which he appeared) in May through August.

"It has long 'been established thatsthe baseball writers of the 30s and

40s wrote fantasiq's about the great American pastime (baseball) and were

generally mathetic about baseball's ,crols? William G.,. Kelley wrotein 1976.45

That unsupported assertion is largely disproven by the survey of the three

.New York newal3apers. Instead of large, deliberate distortions of fact, as

Kelley suggests, the writers basically did a good job of covering Robinson

alhilgh there were numerous instances .of subtle bias on all three papers.

This study suggests strongly the need for more research en sports-.

writing and particularly its coverage of minorities. t'or example, were

there similarities betweensthe way Robinson was covered by the New York papers

21
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in 1947 and the coverage of Larry Doby, the f irst. black In the American League

(also in 1947), by the Cleveland papers? And later, when the San Francisco

Giants had a Japanese pitcher, how was he treated by newspapers? But perhaps

most importantly, how were blacks covered by the city side of the Times,

Herald Tribune and Daily News during the same period that the sportswriters

were covering Robinson in 1947?
00e0

It's quite possible that further'gtudies will show chat sportswriters,

because of their love of athletic ability and accomplishments, have led the

way on most newspapers in bringing about objective coverage of blacks.

k
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